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SSO integration with White label 
1. Introduction 

Single Sign On (SSO) that allows you to authenticate customers in your system and notify White label 

that the customer has been authenticated. The WL will rely on a JWT token you create and send to 

your WL site as verification – once validated WL will let the customer use your WL site without any 

prompts for sign-in credentials. JSON Web Token is a widely adopted web standard, that allows you 

to exchange security information and prove the customer identity. 

2. How JWT SSO works for White label  
Once SSO is enabled on your tenant, all sign-in requests in the your WL will be routed to the sign-in 

page in your system. 

The authentication process steps: 

 When customer enters a page in WL that requires a sign-in – the WL redirects the customer 

to your organization sign-in page (you will need to provide us the exact endpoint to redirect 

to) 

 Once redirected, you are responsible for the authentication of the customer - either by 

presenting the sign-in screen where the customer will validate its credentials or in case when 

the customer was already signed-in by redirecting back immediately without any interaction 

 Your authentication page needs to build a JWT token with relevant customer data 

 Your authentication page needs to redirect the customer to ATG marketplace identity 

provider with JWT token for validation 

 ATG marketplace identity will parse the token and validate identity and redirect back to WL  

3. Technical implementation details 
White label uses an identity server with OpenID Connect as the authentication service. Externalizing 

authentication to identity service gives us more flexibility in incorporating external identity providers. 

Basic authentication flow matches in WL 

 

Our basic protocol assumes exchanging JWT tokens for authentication. So, you need to an implement 

endpoint that will accept our authentication challenge and will call us back with a JWT payload. 
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3.1. Exchanged configuration 
In order to implement SSO we will provide you following data 

Item Description Example 

issuer This is your reference as a JWT issuer in our 
system. You will need this information to 
successfully create JWT tokens – the issuer must 
be valid to pass validation in our system 

“AuctioneerSSO1” (created by ATG) 

audience This represents a JWT target. And in case of 
White label SSO must be set to ‘whitelabel’ – 
case sensitive.  

“whitelabel” 

tenant_id This is your tenant identifier in our system, you 
will need this to validate the challenge request 

“auctioneer.atgportals.net” 

 

You will need to provide us the following data to successfully configure your tenant SSO. 

Item Mandatory? Description 

issuer_address required This is the remote URL to your authentication page – this 
needs to be absolute URL. We will redirect authentication 
request to this address; this is an entry point for 
authentication process 

sign_type required This indicates how you want to sign your JWT token, it 
should either be a ‘SharedSecret’ or ‘PublicKey’ – more 
information in Signing algorithm chapter 

shared_secret optional If you choose ‘SharedSecret’ as your sign_type, this should 
be a secret that you use for JWT singing 

public_key_endpoint optional This should be publicly available endpoint when you publish 
your public key – more information in Signing algorithm 
chapter; when you do not provide it we will use default 
which is https://{host}/.well-known/sso-configuration - 
where host is extracted for ‘issuer_address’ 

 

3.2. Passed parameters 
When a challenge is issued by the MarketPlace Identity, it will pass to 3 URLs: 

 tenantID – URL of the White label site  

 redirectURL – where the user was sent to (external provider) 

 returnURL – where the user came from when attempting to login (e.g., WL home page, 
specific auction catalogue). 

3.3. Supported attributes 
The JWT Header must contain information about which hashing algorithm is used, for example 

HMAC SHA256 or RSA. For details please refer to the official guide for JWT: 

https://jwt.io/introduction/ 

The JWT payload must contain a set of claims we will use to authenticate users in White label. 

Some of these are mandatory, with additional optional ones (though best practice would 

be to send these as well). See “Passing JWT payload for details” 

 

https://jwt.io/introduction/
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3.4. Signing algorithm 
The JWT must be signed to verify it hasn’t been changed along the way. A JWT signature comes 

from three parts: 

1. Base64 encoded header data; 

2. Base64 encoded payload; 

3. The secret (private key or shared secret); 

All hashed with the algorithm specified in the JWT header (e.g., HMAC SHA256 or RSA).  

There are two options of signing the token: 

- Public key 

- Shared secret 

3.4.1. Public key 
Your implementation should provide /.well-known/sso-configuration endpoint which will return 

JSON object: 

{ “issuer” : “X”, “keys” : [ … ] } 

Where issuer is the value described in “3.1. Exchanged configuration” and keys is an array of 

JSON Web Keys. JWKS structure should include the following fields: 

Name Description 

alg The specific cryptographic algorithm used with the key 

kty The family of cryptographic algorithms used with the key 

use Should be ‘sig’ always 

x5c The x.509 certificate chain. The first entry in the array is the certificate 
to use for token verification; the other certificates can be used to 
verify this first certificate. 

n The modulus for the RSA public key. 

e The exponent for the RSA public key. 

kid The unique identifier for the key. 

x5t The thumbprint of the x.509 cert (SHA-1 thumbprint). 

 

More on JWKs can be found here: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7517 

3.4.2. Shared secret 
This scenario requires a shared key known by your system and ours (symmetric cryptography). 

The value may looks like this: 

401b09eab3c013d4ca54922bb802bec8fd5318192b0a75f201d8b3727429090fb337591abd3e44453b9

54555b7a0812e1081c39b740293f765eae731f5a65ed1 

This is a value encrypted with HMAC SHA 256. We need to know it early so we can configure your 

tenant in our system. 

3.5. Passing JWT payload 
JWT payload should contain the following values: 

Name Description Type of claim Mandatory? 

sub Subject, user login – in this case email address registered Yes 

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7517
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iss Issuer registered Yes 

aud Audience registered Yes 

exp Expiration Time registered Yes 

iat IssuedAt – time the JWT was created registered Yes 

atg_tenant_id URL of White label site public Yes 

 

The date in ‘exp’ and ‘iat’ should be passed as Unix Timestamp e.g. 1565785082 for 14/08/2019 

14:12:18:02 PM GMT. 

When users of your system already have accounts in White label you should include their ID: 

Name Description Type of claim Mandatory? 

atg_customer_id UUID of user account in the ATG system public No 

 

If AtgCustomerId is not known or not provided in the payload it can be omitted. Then following 

details should be passed: 

Name Description Type of claim Mandatory? 

given_name First name public Yes 

family_name Last name public Yes 

email Email address public Yes 

email_verified True/False – is email verified in external 
system 

public Yes 

phone_number Phone number of the user public Yes 

phone_number_verified True/False – is phone number verified in 
external system 

public Yes 

atg_title Mr/Mrs/Ms public No 

atg_company_name Company of the user public No 

atg_country_code ISO-2 standard (GB US etc.) public Yes 

 

The corresponding user is searched in our system by ID (if provided) or email. If it does not exist, the new 

account will be created. Passed user details should fulfil the following rules: 

Name Max length Additional remarks 

given_name 50 Should not include characters: ^ & < > “ 

family_name 50 Should not include characters: ^ & < > “ 

email 50 Should be a valid email address 

phone_number 50 Should start with + and contains only digits and optional 
round brackets 

atg_title 12  

atg_company_name 50  

 
The JWT token should be passed to the endpoint /signin-sso like this: 

{Marketplace-Identity URL}/signin-sso?jwt=X&tenant_id=Y&redirect_url=Z 
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Appendix 

A1. Integration implementation guidelines 
In this section you can find some hints what you need to implement to integrate with our SSO 

mechanism. As a base of the description the sample .NET application was used (see section: A2). 

A1.1. Required endpoints 

 A1.1.1. Connect/Authorize 
This endpoint is called as the first while logging in. It should check if the user is already logged in.  

If yes, it should redirect to Marketplace Identity URL with JWT token, tenantId and returnUrl in the 

query string. 

If no, Account/Login should be called with passed parameters: returnUrl, redirectUrl and tenantId. 

A1.1.2. Account/Login 
This endpoint called by GET method should render Log In form for your users. After submitting the 

form, JWT token should be generated with required claims. The token should be then signed with a 

symmetric/asymmetric security key. 

Redirection to Marketplace Identity URL with JWT token, tenantId and returnUrl in the query string 

should be done next. 

A1.1.3. Account/Logout 
The redirectUrl  should be passed from the query string. The endpoint should contain the logic to 

sign out user and redirect them back to Marketplace Identity. 

A1.1.4. .well-known/sso-configuration 
The endpoint is used to obtain a configuration of the public key used in JWT signature. It should 

return a JSON object: 

{ “issuer” : x, “keys”: [ … ] } 

A1.2. Required configuration entries 
You will need to store configuration for URL of our Marketplace Identity as well as the shared secret 

which is used to create a signature for JWT tokens. 

A2. Testing environment 
The testing environment is available for you to check the flow of SSO log in. The tenant ID for testing 

is st-sso-wl. 

The list of involved components is: 

Component name Public URL 

White label https://st-sso-wl.atgdemo.net. 

Marketplace Identity https://st-marketplace-identity-xvmsvszimb2iw.azurewebsites.net 

Sample .NET application for 
integrating with SSO 

https://st-identity-server-samples.azurewebsites.net/ 

 

If you are ready to check integration with Marketplace Identity, you need to provide: 

https://st-sso-wl.atgdemo.net/
https://st-marketplace-identity-xvmsvszimb2iw.azurewebsites.net/
https://st-identity-server-samples.azurewebsites.net/
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- Issuer name 

- The URL of your connect/authorize public endpoint 

- Shared secret value and/or Public Key Endpoint (/sso-configuration) 

- Information what type of cryptography you will be using for tokens’ signature 

We will need to set the testing environment to communicate with your part. 
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